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Purpose of the paper: This paper evaluated the effects of microbial and photodegradation on the ten grass species in a
tropical grassland ecosystem in South Africa. Despite continuous necromass accumulation in tropical grasslands, the
process that governs how the grass litter gets to the soil has often been ignored. In the absence of fire, abiotic factors and
biotic f ...
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Background: This study was carried out to investigate the antimicrobial and synergistic potential of the leaves of Ocimum
gratissimum and bark of Petiveria alliacea against some tested bacterial and fungal isolates. Fresh and matured leaves of
Ocimum gratissimum and bark of Petiveria alliacea were collected from the Institute of Agriculture, Research and
Training, Iba ...
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We are on a planet that orbits the Sun which emits a huge amount of energy. The climate we experience is a result of an
energy gradient across Earth and an imbalance in energy across the world due to axial tilt of Earth rotation. ...
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The paper fundamentally explores the impact of Belgium’s stock market capitalization, international investment, clean
energy on CO2 emissions from 1990-to 2018. More pertinently, our study analogizes the diverse impact of Belgium’s
stock market capitalization, international investment, clean energy, and environmental quality. Through cointegration
analysis, stock mark ...
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In the presented case, a typical example of CCHF is described, a patient who lives in an endemic territory and had risk

factors for infection – cattle keeping and tick bite. The patient sought medical help in a timely mannert, but his diagnosis
of CCHF was made late, due to underestimation of the risk factors for CCHF infection and non-use of the standard case
definit ...
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In an effort to combat climate change there is a major rush to eliminate the use of fossil fuels. However, this must be done
in an orderly process to avoid stressing an already overstressed planet. The push for electric cars and lithium batteries
requires intensive mining to extract the heavy metals needed to meet increasing global demands. This is in addition to the
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Environmental conservation and waste management is a great challenge around the world. The realization of safe water,
air, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) for the world is a distant dream. Barring few developed countries, the rest of the
world, and more importantly, the third-world countries are struggling hard to achieve safe WASH. India and China are no
exceptions. G ...
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